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ABSTRACT
The genome-wide mapping of gene-regulatory
motifs remains a major goal that will facilitate the
modelling of gene-regulatory networks and their evo-
lution. The repressor element 1 is a long, conserved
transcription factor-binding site which recruits the
transcriptional repressor REST to numerous neuron-
specific target genes. REST plays important roles
in multiple biological processes and disease states.
To map RE1 sites and target genes, we created a
position specific scoring matrix representing the
RE1 and used it to search the human and mouse
genomes. We identified 1301 and 997 RE1s in human
and mouse genomes, respectively, of which .40%
are novel. By employing an ontological analysis we
show that REST target genes are significantly
enriched in a number of functional classes. Taking
the novel REST target gene CACNA1A as an experi-
mental model, we show that it can be regulated by
multiple RE1s of different binding affinities, which
are only partially conserved between human and
mouse. A novel BLAST methodology indicated that
many RE1s belong to closely related families. Most of
these sequences are associated with transposable
elements, leading us to propose that transposon-
mediated duplication and insertion of RE1s has led
to the acquisition of novel target genes by REST
during evolution.
INTRODUCTION
It is clear that much of what was once termed ‘junk’ DNA
represents highly evolved, functional sequence containing
amongst other things, numerous transcriptional regulatory
motifs. A major challenge of post-genome biology is to iden-
tify these motifs and the genes they regulate, and to incorpor-
ate these results into accurate models of the transcriptional
regulatory networks underlying processes such as develop-
ment and disease. In addition to helping us understand gene
regulation within a species, identification of transcription
factor-binding sites (TFBSs) is an important tool in under-
standing phenotypic differences between species. Although
the majority of regulatory sequences are phylogenetically
conserved (1), a significant fraction of TFBSs are not con-
served among closely related species, indicating that regula-
tory DNA can experience high rates of evolutionary change
(2–6). This finding provides important support for the notion
that changes in gene-regulatory networks, brought about by
mutations to TFBSs, are an important contributor to pheno-
typic evolution (7). Little is known about the mechanisms
responsible for such TFBS ‘turnover’. Computational and
theoretical studies have found that short binding sites can
appear rapidly through random DNA mutation (8,9);
however, this rate of generation falls exponentially with
motif length, suggesting that additional mechanisms may be
responsible for the generation of longer binding sites. There-
fore, in addition to providing insights into the role of tran-
scription factors in gene regulation, whole-genome maps of
TFBSs in multiple species may yield important insight into
how gene-regulatory networks evolve.
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The past decade has seen rapid advances in the complexity
of motif-identification techniques: consensus sequences have
given way to position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs)
(10), Bayesian-based interdependency models (11) and non-
parametric approaches (12) amongst others. Such techniques
must confront a serious hurdle to TFBS discovery, namely the
short, degenerate nature of most binding motifs. Although
this property no doubt confers evolutionary advantages
(13), in terms of the high rates of site generation by random
sequence mutation, it presents grave challenges to the
confident identification of bona fide binding sites against a
background of similar, non-functional motifs. A number of
approaches have been developed to improve motif identifica-
tion, most recently and successfully phylogenetic footprinting
(14,15) which has been made possible by the sequencing of
increasing numbers of genomes. This approach weights
putative regulatory DNA sequences by their degree of con-
servation amongst related species, with the assumption that
evolutionary conservation is indicative of functional impor-
tance. However, it is likely that those regulatory motifs
which are not strongly conserved between species are those
that are responsible for their phenotypic differences. In light
of these considerations, a contemporary project to make a
comparative map of TFBSs and the genes they regulate
across multiple species might avoid such challenges by
selecting a regulatory motif which is long and highly con-
served enough to be unambiguously identified using current,
non-phylogenetic methodologies.
REST (also known as neuron-restrictive silencing factor) is
an essential vertebrate transcriptional repressor (16) involved
in multiple biological processes and disease states (17–20).
REST is the sole transcription factor to bind the highly
conserved repressor element 1 (RE1, also known as neuron-
restrictive silencing element, NRSE), to which it recruits vari-
ous histone-modifying and chromatin-remodelling complexes
(21–24). At 21 bp long, the RE1 represents an ideal model for
bioinformatic regulatory element prediction, and in the past
consensus sequence models have successfully predicted
novel REST target genes de novo in a number of vertebrate
species (25,26), most recently when Bruce et al. (26) pub-
lished the first exhaustive TFBS search of the newly pub-
lished human genome. In comparison to well-constructed
probabilistic models of TFBSs, consensus sequences suffer
from relatively high false negative and false positive rates
(27). For example, the RE1 consensus falsely identifies large
numbers of human endogenous retrovirus (hERV) Class I
sequences as RE1s [(26) and R. Johnson, unpublished data].
Consensus sequences give no indication of a sequence’s
degree of similarity to the RE1 motif; consequently, the
user has no control of the stringency with which searches
are carried out, and no indication of a test sequence’s likely
affinity for REST. For similar reasons, the inability to identify
less well-conserved sites rules out more exhaustive searches
for weak affinity sites.
REST’s target genes include many necessary for terminally
differentiated neuronal function, such as synapse formation
(SYN1) (28), neurotransmitter secretion (SNAP25) (26) and
signalling (CHRM4) (29). Calcium signalling is also an
essential process in neurons where it mediates transduction
of electrical signals into cellular responses (30), and regu-
lation of the voltage-gated calcium channel subunit gene
CACNA1H by REST is necessary for normal heart function
in mouse (19). Voltage-gated calcium channels are composed
of multiple subunits. The a1 subunits, encoded by the
CACNA1 family of genes, are responsible for pore formation
and this subunit defines the pharmacological properties of
the channel (31). The Cav2.1 subunit confers a P/Q type
calcium current, initiating rapid synaptic transmission and
the secretion of neurotransmitters and neuropeptides. The
CACNA1A gene encoding Cav2.1 is highly expressed in
the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum (32) and mutations in
CACNA1A are responsible for a number of cerebellar disor-
ders including migraine (33), epilepsy (34) and ataxias (35)
but little is known about the transcriptional regulation of
this gene.
The aim of this study was to accurately map the RE1s of
human and mouse, as well as their target genes. To this effect,
we develop and characterize an RE1 PSSM which is capable
of predicting functional RE1s in genomic sequence with
high sensitivity and selectivity. Using the RE1s identified in
this way, we present a thorough analysis of the genomic dis-
tribution of this regulatory motif and its target genes. We
also apply the RE1 PSSM to the exhaustive analysis of the
REST-regulatory apparatus of a model gene, the novel target
CACNA1A. We find that CACNA1A is regulated by a com-
bination of binding sites of various affinities and degrees of
phylogenetic conservation. Finally, we identify widespread
duplication of functional RE1s, principally located within
or beside transposable elements (TEs), which leads us to
propose that transposon-mediated duplication has been an
important mechanism of evolutionary expansion in the
REST regulon.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
RE1 identification and database construction
A PSSM was created by combining 93 experimentally
verified REST-binding sequences from the primary literature
and personal communications—the ‘positive training set’
(Figure 1A). Using the C program SeqScan (R. J. Gamblin
and R. M. Jackson, manuscript in preparation), based on the
scoring function of Stormo and Hartzell III (36,37), this
PSSM was used to score both the positive training set,
and 57 RE1-like sequences known not to bind REST in
electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)—the ‘negative
training set’. Query scores fall between 0 (no similarity to
PSSM) and 1 (full identity). True and false positive rates
at incremental cutoff scores were plotted in a receiver-
operator curve (ROC) curve, which indicated that a cutoff
of 0.91 produced an optimal sensitivity and selectivity for
this set (Figure 1C). Unmasked NCBI builds 35 and 34 of
the human and mouse genomes, respectively, were down-
loaded from Ensembl and searched for RE1s using SeqScan.
All 21mers scoring >0.83 were saved to an updated version
of the relational database described in Ref. (26) along with
Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL annotations of nearest genes
(accessible at http://bioinformatics.leeds.ac.uk/RE1db_mkII/).
hERV Class I motifs that fell within the RE1 consensus
were collected by submitting a representative set of
sequences from the consensus RE1 database (http://www.
bioinformatics.leeds.ac.uk/group/online/RE1db/re1db_home.
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htm) to the motif-finding tool MEME (http://bioweb.pasteur.
fr/seqanal/motif/meme/). Approximately 40% were found
to have highly similar flanking regions, identified as
hERV Class 1 elements by RepeatMasker (http://www.
repeatmasker.org/). Inspection of their core motif showed
that they corresponded to the common non-binding RE1
motif identified in Ref. (26). A PSSM was constructed
using the RE1-like motif of 36 of these examples
(Figure 1B). By scoring the contents of the RE1 database it
was clear that all hERV sequences had hERV PSSM scores
>0.9, while genuine RE1s lay below this score. All RE1s
identified in the whole-genome PSSM scan were also scored
using the hERV PSSM.
To assess the number of RE1 motifs expected by chance
alone, six control PSSMs were constructed by shuffling the
RE1 PSSM, and used to re-search the genome. The random-
ization process was constrained such that shuffled PSSM
motifs had a similar propensity for CG dinucleotides as the
RE1, in light of the under-representation of this pair in
genomic DNA.
Adenoviral Infection
Recombinant adenoviruses expressing transgenes for
REST DNA-binding domain (Ad DN:REST), or full-length
REST (Ad REST), or no transgene (Ad), were amplified in
HEK293 cells and purified by centrifugation in a CsCl gradi-
ent as described in Ref. (38). Viruses also contained a GFP
transgene. Virus was added to cell media such that after
Figure 1. (A) The RE1 PSSM. Ninety-three sequences known to bind REST were combined to form a PSSM, here shown below a Weblogo recording the
sequence conservation at each nucleotide position of this set (43). The height of each letter is proportional to its information content. (B) The hERV Class I
PSSM. Thirty-six hERV Class I sequences containing conserved RE1-like sequences were used to create a PSSM. (C) Measuring the performance of the RE1
PSSM using a ROC curve. A ROC curve was generated by scoring the positive and negative training sets with the RE1 PSSM. The true positive (number of true
sites to score above cutoff/total number of true sites) and false positive (number of non-binding sites to score above cutoff/total number of non-binding sites) rates
were plotted at incremental cutoff scores (circles). The optimal combination of 88.2% true positive and 17.5% false positive rates were achieved at a cutoff of
0.91 (arrow). A similar analysis was carried out using the RE1 consensus sequence (square).
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48 h >90% displayed green fluorescence, at which point cells
were harvested.
Electrophoretic mobility shift assay
Nuclear protein extract from rat fibroblast JTC-19 cells was
prepared as described previously (39). Protein was mixed
with unlabelled competitor 28 bp oligonucleotides and
32P-labelled rat SCN2A2 promoter double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) sequences containing a strong RE1 sequence (40),
then run on a 4% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Unla-
belled rat CHRM4 RE1 was used as positive control, while
a non-binding, RE1-like sequence was used as non-specific
dsDNA control. Competitor DNA was added in molar ratios
of 100:1, 10:1 and 1:1 to labelled probe. Anti-REST (P18;
Santa Cruz) antibodies were used to super-shift REST.
A complete list of oligonucleotides used can be found in
Supplementary Data.
RT–PCR
RT–PCR was carried out on RNA harvested from human
HeLa cells using the protocol described in Ref. (26). cDNA
samples were interrogated by quantitative PCR using the
real-time iQ system (Bio-Rad), with primers to the coding
regions of CACNA1A and cyclophilin genes. The specificity
of PCR was verified by melt curve analysis of products
obtained from cDNA, as well as controls in which the reverse
transcriptase was omitted. Expression changes were inferred
using the DDCt method (41). The sequences of all primer
sets used in this study are available in Supplementary Data.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
ChIP assays were carried out essentially as described in
Ref. (42) on chromatin from HeLa cells. IPs were performed
using 10 mg of anti-REST (P18; Santa Cruz) or the same
amount of non-specific goat IgG. ChIP DNA was interrogated
by real-time quantitative PCR, using primers designed adja-
cent to RE1 sites. Starting concentrations of ChIP DNA
were calculated with reference to a standard curve.
Multispecies alignment
Whole-genome multispecies alignments were obtained from
the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Pair-
wise alignments were carried out using ClustalW provided
by the EBI (www.ebi.ac.uk) at default settings. For each
case where aligned sequence could not be found in the
other species, the result was verified by BLAST search.
RESULTS
Identification of RE1s and target genes in
human and mouse genomes
The RE1 is unusually long (21 bp) and highly conserved
compared to a typical TFBS of 5–8 bp. We sought to improve
on previous bioinformatic studies of the REST regulon by
employing a more sensitive probabilistic PSSM model
to identify RE1 sites, and apply it to whole-genome mapping
of REST’s binding sites. PSSMs are representations of
sequence motifs, constructed using a set of known sequences,
the ‘training set’, which can be used in conjunction with
an appropriate scoring algorithm to identify other similar
sequences (10). Query sequences are scored by the product
of the similarity of each individual nucleotide to that in the
corresponding position of the PSSM. The contribution of
each nucleotide to the final score is weighted by its degree
of conservation in the training set. For these reasons,
PSSMs are both more sensitive and selective at identifying
DNA motifs over a similar consensus sequence. In order to
construct an RE1 PSSM, we compiled 93 RE1 sequences
which have been shown to bind REST either in vitro (by
EMSA) or in vivo (by ChIP). These sequences were com-
bined to yield a probability value for each nucleotide at
each position in the RE1 motif, resulting in a 21 bp motif
with 63% GC content [represented as a Weblogo (43) in
Figure 1A]. The composition of this RE1 differs in several
important respects from that used in previous consensus
sequences, having stronger constraint in positions 1, 3 and
7, as well as including additional conserved positions at the
30 end (25,26). PSSMs assign all query sequences a score,
regardless of whether they are bona fide binding sites or
not; therefore it is necessary to empirically determine an opti-
mal cutoff score for each PSSM, to include the maximum
number of true binding sites while excluding spurious
sequences. Using the program SeqScan (R. J. Gamblin and
R. M. Jackson, manuscript in preparation), based on the
method of Stormo et al. (36,37), the RE1 PSSM was used
to score each sequence of the positive training set. A negative
training set, composed of sequences that were shown to be
incapable of binding REST in EMSA was scored in a similar
way. We created a ROC by counting the numbers of true
positives (TP) and false positives (FP) identified in both train-
ing sets at incremental cutoff scores; optimal sensitivity and
selectivity occurred at a score of 0.91, which we subsequently
defined as the RE1 PSSM cutoff score (Figure 1C). Any
sequence having a score >0.91 is henceforth defined as an
RE1, while sequences scoring below this value will be
designated ‘below-cutoff’ RE1. Nevertheless, a population
of bona fide RE1s exists in the training set below the cutoff
(including functional RE1s in the human NPPA and rat SYN1
genes). The sequences of both training sets were similarly
examined for identity with the RE1 consensus sequence,
and by plotting the resulting TP/FP values on a ROC curve
we confirmed that the RE1 PSSM is both more sensitive
and selective at identifying RE1s from this training set
(Figure 1C).
We next used the RE1 PSSM to identify potential REST-
binding sites in genomic sequence of human and mouse. The
full, unmasked genome sequence of both species was
scanned using the RE1 PSSM with SeqScan. This search
identified 1301 RE1s above cutoff in the human genome,
including 551 which do not conform to the RE1 consensus
and therefore principally constitute novel REST-binding
sites (Figure 2A). Overall, we identified 995 REST target
genes (defined as the closest Ensembl-annotated gene within
100 kb of an RE1), including 418 which were not identified in
previous searches and hence represent novel REST target
genes (a full list of novel target genes and disease-associated
target genes identified in this study can be found in Supple-
mentary Data). A similar search of the mouse genome
identified 1039 RE1s and 822 target genes. The majority of
consensus RE1 sequences failed to meet the RE1 PSSM
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cutoff, including 99.5% of contaminating hERV Class I RE1-
like sequences (Figure 1B), which do not bind REST. The
results of both searches, including the score, location and
sequence of all RE1s and their target genes, are available in
a searchable online database RE1db Mk II (http://
bioinformatics.leeds.ac.uk/RE1db_mkII).
We next confirmed that the RE1 PSSM could identify
functional RE1s in genomic sequence, and that such predic-
tion was more effective than the RE1 consensus sequence.
From human Chromosome 1 we randomly selected five
non-consensus, PSSM-predicted RE1s, and five consensus
RE1s with PSSM scores below cutoff, and tested their ability
to interact with REST in vitro by EMSA (Figure 2B). Nuclear
protein extracts containing REST protein were incubated with
a radiolabelled promoter fragment containing the rat SCN2A2
RE1 (40), as well as unlabelled competitor oligonucleotides
representing test sequences. We found that no oligonu-
cleotides representing consensus RE1s with below-cutoff
PSSM scores were capable of fully competing REST from
the radiolabelled probe at a ratio of 100:1, while one com-
peted partially. Conversely, sequences representing PSSM-
predicted, non-consensus RE1s completely competed in
three cases, with one competing partially. We concluded
that the RE1 PSSM is capable of correctly identifying func-
tional REST-binding sites in genomic DNA in the majority of
cases, and that it has greater predictive power than previous
techniques.
In order to identify the maximum number of potential RE1s,
the whole-genome RE1 scans were carried out with minimum
score cutoffs of 0.88, yielding 4000 hits in each species. The
number of sequences identified for each PSSM score range in
the human genome is shown in Figure 2C. To gauge the back-
ground probability of finding sequences with similar conserva-
tion and length as the RE1, the RE1 PSSM was repeatedly
shuffled and used to scan the same genomic sequence. The
shuffled matrices identified on average 58 sequences with
scores >0.91 in the human genome, indicating that the 1301
sequences with scores >0.91 RE1s identified by the RE1
PSSM are highly significant. Interestingly, the RE1 PSSM
also identifies significantly more sequences than the shuffled
PSSMs at the lower score range 0.88–0.91. We re-plotted
these data to emphasize the ratio of discovered RE1s to ran-
dom sequences (Figure 2D); this clearly shows that there is
an excess of RE1s over shuffled sequences at all measured
score ranges, and that this excess increases steeply with
score until 0.93, above which the background count is negligi-
ble. We performed similar searches on the genome of
Caenorhabditis elegans, which has no known REST homo-
logue: for this genome, the number of sequences identified
by the RE1 PSSM and shuffled PSSMs were similar and low
(data not shown). Therefore, in addition to a well-defined
population of above-cutoff RE1s, the human genome contains
an excess of below-cutoff RE1-like sequences, the majority of
which might be expected to be unable to recruit REST.
Figure 2. (A) Identification of many novel RE1s by RE1 PSSM. The Venn diagram shows the number of RE1s identified in the human genome (Ensembl
Build 35) by the RE1 PSSM, using the empirically determined cutoff score of 0.91, as well as those found by the RE1 consensus sequence. Non-functional,
RE1-like hERV Class I sequences identified by each technique are also shown. (B) RE1s identified by PSSM in genomic DNA can bind REST. Randomly
selected consensus RE1s with PSSM scores below cutoff, and non-consensus RE1s with PSSM scores above cutoff, were tested for the ability to compete REST
off a radiolabelled RE1 in EMSA. Unlabelled test sequences were tested at 100:1 excess over probe. Single asterisk indicates the REST-bound probe and double
asterisks indicate unbound probe. Controls: 1, no competitor; 2, CHRM4 RE1 site; 3, non-specific oligonucleotide; 4, Anti-REST antibody (P18; Santa Cruz).
(C) The RE1 PSSM identifies more sequences in genomic DNA than expected by chance. The number of RE1s in the human genome were plotted at 0.01 score
increments (circles). The same sequence was also scanned with six shuffled matrices, for which the mean count in each score bin is also shown (squares).
Error bars represent standard deviation, and the PSSM cutoff score is indicated by a dotted line. (D) Excess of RE1s over shuffled sequences in the human
genome. The data from (C) were re-plotted to emphasize the excess number of sequences discovered by the RE1 PSSM over shuffled PSSMs.
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REST is known to participate in diverse biological pro-
cesses, including neuronal development (44,45), axonal
pathfinding (46), heart development and function (19) and
smooth muscle cell proliferation (42). This is reflected in
the functions of REST’s known target genes which predomi-
nantly encode ion channels, neurotransmitter transporters and
receptors, SNARE proteins and transcription factors. We
hypothesized that biological processes in which REST plays
a role might be overrepresented in the ontology classifications
of its target genes. To test this, we compared the prevalence
of gene ontology (GO) terms associated with RE1-containing
genes to that of all Ensembl genes. This analysis identified a
large number of GO terms that were significantly enriched in
REST target genes (P < 0.01, Fisher’s exact test), of which
a selection is shown in Table 1. For most cases, multiple
related terms corresponding to the same underlying process
were identified; e.g. the terms ‘synaptosome’, ‘synapse’,
‘synaptic vesicle’ and ‘synaptic transmission’ are all enriched
in RE1-bearing genes, suggesting that REST regulates synap-
tic transmission at multiple levels. Similarly, enrichment was
found for terms corresponding to various classes of ion cha-
nnel (potassium, sodium, calcium channels) and neurotrans-
mitter receptor (glutamate, GABA A, GABA B, glycine)
involved in cell excitability and neurotransmission. In such
cases, a single representative term is shown in Table 1. Over-
all, ontology terms correspond to most specialized functions
of differentiated neurons, such as synaptic transmission, ion
conductance and transport, neurotransmitter secretion and
reception, axonal guidance, cell structure and cell adhesion.
Interestingly, the term ‘sugar metabolism’ is significantly
enriched, which may reflect specialized programmes of
metabolic gene expression in neurons, as has been observed
in previous studies (47). A number of terms including ‘cell
differentiation’, ‘central nervous system development’ and
‘neurogenesis’ support REST’s documented role in neuronal
development (44,45). Target genes were also enriched for
multiple terms related to calcium signalling (‘calcium ion
binding’, ‘calcium ion transport’, ‘calmodulin binding’,
‘voltage-gated calcium channel complex’, ‘voltage-gated
calcium channel activity’), a process in which REST has
been implicated previously in relation to regulation of normal
heart function through the repression of the a1H voltage-
gated calcium channel subunit gene, CACNA1H (19). REST’s
role in regulating gene expression in the vasculature is
reflected in enrichment of the terms ‘regulation of blood ves-
sel size’ and ‘regulation of blood pressure’. Not all ontology
terms were enriched in the REST target set; however,
a number of GO terms such as ‘protein biosynthesis’ and
‘ribosome’ were underrepresented amongst RE1-containing
genes, indicating that enrichment of particular GO terms
described above is genuine.
Genic and genomic distributions of RE1s
Using the positional information from the RE1 PSSM
search, we next measured how RE1s are distributed on a
number of scales. Conventional models have transcription
factors regulating target genes from proximal upstream pro-
moter regions or distal enhancer modules. Recent in vivo
measurements of transcription factor occupancy have
demonstrated recruitment to a variety of positions relative
to target genes, including introns (48,49). To investigate
whether this is the case for REST, we next used the human
whole-genome RE1 data to define the most prevalent loca-
tions of an RE1 relative to its target gene. We found the
greatest number of RE1s are located in the introns of genes
(29.4%) (Figure 3A); indeed, this figure is almost certainly
an underestimate given the large number of transcripts that
remain to be properly annotated, and the uncertainty of the
transcription start site (TSS) of many genes. RE1s showed
a weak preference for locations upstream over downstream
of target genes (29.3 and 17.5%, respectively), while one-
fifth of RE1s are located >100 kb from the nearest annotated
gene (20.7%), suggesting that either REST can have long-
range (>100 kb) interactions with target genes, or that
many target genes remain to be annotated. Surprisingly,
intronic RE1s are rather uniformly distributed within their
target genes, with a small excess situated within 0.1 gene
lengths of the TSS (Figure 3B). Together these data suggest
that RE1s are only weakly constrained in their position relat-
ive to target genes.
Genes have a heterogeneous distribution on chromosomal
scales, tending to be highly clustered in G-C rich regions
near the ends of chromosomes (50); we next tested whether
REST target genes show a similar tendency. By plotting
the density of PSSM RE1s and Ensembl genes along each
chromosome, we found that while the RE1 density generally
mirrors that of annotated genes, there are regions where the
Table 1. Enrichment of GO terms in REST target genes
GO code GO term Na Obs.b Exp.c Foldd Pe
GO:0007268 Synaptic transmission 187 32 5.4 5.9 6.1E16
GO:0005509 Calcium ion binding 1008 72 29.2 2.5 2.9E12
GO:0048699 Neurogenesis 275 29 8.0 3.6 2.7E09
GO:0006811 Ion transport 347 33 10.1 3.3 3.0E09
GO:0007155 Cell adhesion 455 28 13.2 2.1 1.8E04
GO:0005529 Sugar binding 194 15 5.6 2.7 5.8E04
GO:0050880 Regulation of blood vessel size 4 2 0.1 17.2 4.9E03
GO:0007611 Learning and/or memory 14 3 0.4 7.4 7.0E03
GO:0005200 Structural constituent of cytoskeleton 101 8 2.9 2.7 9.2E03
aNumber of Ensembl genes associated with this ontology term.
bNumber of REST target genes associated with this ontology term.
cExpected number of REST target genes.
dFold enrichment of REST target genes over expectation.
eProbability, by Fisher’s exact test.
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RE1 density is markedly lower or higher than corresponding
gene density. This phenomenon is well illustrated on Chro-
mosome 1, where one gene-rich region towards the tip of
p-arm is highly enriched for RE1s, while another at the cen-
tromeric end of the q-arm is markedly under-enriched
(Figure 3C). We further sought to quantify the degree of clus-
tering of RE1s by calculating the distance from each RE1 to
its nearest neighbour (Figure 3D). Comparison of the RE1
distance distribution to that of randomly generated sets
clearly demonstrates that the distribution of RE1s in the
human genome is significantly non-random over all distance
scales (at most P < 0.001, Student’s t-test). In particular,
RE1s are clustered on scales of both 10–100 kb and
100–1000 kb; this distance is similar to, or smaller than the
length of a typical gene, suggesting that some genes might
be regulated by multiple RE1s. Subsequent inspection of
the RE1 PSSM data revealed that 101 human genes are clos-
est to, and within 100 kb of two or more RE1s. Nevertheless
the majority of RE1s are separated by 1–10 Mb, indicative of
typical gene–gene distance or greater. A number of REST tar-
get genes have been found to contain pairs of RE1s arranged
in tandem: human SNAP25 and L1CAM recruit REST more
effectively than single sites in the same cells (26), while
KCNN4 contains a strong, well-conserved RE1 together
with a second, more weakly conserved site that is capable
of interacting with REST in mouse but not human (42).
The nearest-neighbour analysis identified 27 examples of
pairs of RE1s within 100 bp of each other, compared to
none in the random sets. A number of these tandem RE1s
were in fact members of groups of up to five motifs. All of
these sequences are aligned in a ‘head to tail’ configuration
(P ¼ 7 · 109, Binomial distribution). Subsequent inspection
of the flanking regions of human RE1s revealed an additional
32 RE1-like sequences with scores in the score range
0.88–0.91, compared to zero found by six shuffled matrices,
indicating that RE1s tend to colocalize. A list of all human
tandem RE1s can be found in Supplementary Data.
Dissecting the REST-regulatory sequences of
a model gene, CACNA1A
We next wished to test the predictive power of the RE1
PSSM by making an in-depth study of the REST-regulatory
sequences within a single model gene. We intended for
this approach to shed light on the functional significance of
below-cutoff RE1s, and by performing the study in both
human and mouse we hoped to measure the degree of evolu-
tionary conservation of RE1s. We selected as a model
the CACNA1A gene, which was found to contain multiple
high-scoring RE1s by the PSSM search in human and
mouse. The gene is classified in the RE1-enriched ‘voltage-
gated calcium channel complex’ ontology classification, and
is a paralogue of the REST target CACNA1H. CACNA1A is
a large, multi-exon gene encoding the Cav2.1 neuron-specific
voltage-gated calcium channel subunit. Little is known about
the regulatory mechanisms governing CACNA1A expression,
although the mouse homologue does have two functional
Sp1 sites (51), while the human gene contains numerous
clusters of potential TFBSs, including Sp1, Pax4 and Myc
(R. Johnson, unpublished data).
Figure 3. (A) RE1s are most frequently located in the introns of target genes. The fraction of strong RE1s at each position relative to human target genes was
calculated. 50, <100 kb upstream of annotated TSS; 30, <100 kb downstream of gene end. (B) RE1s have little preference for location within genes. The
proportion of internal (i.e. intronic and exonic) RE1s was plotted according to its relative position along the target gene’s length (circles), defining the TSS to be 0
and the gene end to be 1. (C) Peaks of RE1 and gene density do not correlate on Chromosome 1. The number of RE1s (circles, left scale), and the number of
Ensembl genes (squares, right scale) are plotted for 1 Mb windows along Chromosome 1. The approximate position of the centromere is indicated by a dashed
line. (D) RE1s are clustered over distinct distance scales in the human genome. The distance from each RE1 to the next, moving in a positive direction along each
chromosome, is plotted as a histogram for human RE1s. As a reference, equivalent data were generated for five sets of equivalent random genomic coordinates.
Error bars represent standard deviation.
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We first confirmed that expression of CACNA1A can be
regulated by REST in human cells. HeLa cells are non-
neuronal and express relatively high levels of REST
[L. Ooi, unpublished data]. Virally mediated overexpression
of a dominant-negative REST construct resulted in 75-fold
de-repression of CACNA1A mRNA levels in HeLa cells
(Figure 4A), indicating that REST is capable of strongly
repressing this gene. In addition to the two strong RE1s
located in introns 3 and 5 of the gene, the RE1 PSSM
identified 13 more RE1-like sequences with scores in the
range 0.83–0.91 in this gene (Figure 4B). We tested all poten-
tial RE1s in EMSA, and identified four which were capable
Figure 4. (A) REST regulates transcription of CACNA1A in HeLa. mRNA from HeLa cells infected with either empty adenovirus (Ad), or adenovirus expressing
the REST DNA-binding domain (DN), was harvested and reverse transcribed. These cDNAs were interrogated in real-time quantitative PCR using primers
specific to the coding sequence of CACNA1A and the housekeeping gene, cyclophilin. Axis indicates expression level relative to cyclophilin X107. (B)
Identification of RE1s in the human CACNA1A gene. The RE1 PSSM was used to scan the human CACNA1A gene, and the scores of putative RE1s were plotted
as a function of position. Upper and lower lines represent scores of 0.91 and 0.83, respectively. A cartoon of the gene is shown below, with exons represented by
wide lines. (C) Human and mouse CACNA1A orthologues contain multiple functional RE1s that are only partially conserved. Sequences identified by the RE1
PSSM in the human (upper panel) and mouse (lower panel) CACNA1A genes were tested in EMSA competition assay. Only those sequences that displayed
detectable affinity for REST are shown. Decreasing molar ratios (100:1, 10:1, 1:1) of unlabelled oligonucleotides were used in EMSA competition assay against a
radiolabelled RE1. Single asterisk indicates the REST-bound probe and double asterisks indicate unbound probe. Controls: 1, no competitor; 2, CHRM4 RE1 site;
3, non-specific oligonucleotide; 4, anti-REST antibody (P18; Santa Cruz). The sequence of each RE1 is shown with its RE1 PSSM score in brackets. Boxes
denote homologous pairs of RE1s, as determined by a combination of whole-genome alignment from the UCSC Genome Browser and BLAST. Underlined bases
indicate those mouse positions which are not conserved in human. (D) REST is recruited to CACNA1A RE1s in vivo. DNA was immunoprecipitated with anti-
REST (P18; Santa Cruz) and control non-specific IgG antibodies from wild-type HeLa (WT), as well as cells infected with empty adenovirus (Ad) and
adenovirus carrying the full-length REST gene (Ad REST). ChIP DNA was interrogated in quantitative real-time PCR using primers flanking the RE1s of
CACNA1A, as well as the coding region of the CHRM4 gene, which is distal to any RE1. Values represent the fold enrichment of anti-REST immunoprecipitate
over IgG.
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of interacting with REST (data not shown). We further
investigated the relative in vitro binding affinity of these
sequences by testing their ability to compete in EMSA at
decreasing molar ratios to labelled probe (100:1, 10:1, 1:1)
(Figure 4C). Both RE1s with scores above cutoff strongly
competed: Site A (PSSM score 0.96) at 1:1, and Site B
(0.97) at 10:1. In addition, two other below-cutoff sites
displayed detectable affinity for REST: Site C (0.88)
competed at 100:1, and Site D (0.83) competed partially at
100:1. These results underlined the accuracy of using a
0.91 cutoff in predicting high-affinity RE1s, while demon-
strating that a minority of below-cutoff RE1s can interact
with REST, albeit more weakly.
We next wished to ask whether the CACNA1A RE1 sites
recruit REST in vivo, and whether the degree of that recruit-
ment reflects their in vitro binding affinity. We assayed REST
occupancy at the four functional CACNA1A RE1s in HeLa by
ChIP assay. In wild-type HeLa both above-cutoff RE1s, Sites
A and B, were strongly immunoprecipitated by an anti-REST
antibody compared to a non-specific IgG, indicating their
occupancy by REST (Figure 4D). Neither Site C nor D
were enriched >2-fold. In order to investigate whether these
weaker sites can recruit REST at higher cellular concentra-
tions, similar ChIP assays were carried out on HeLa cells
overexpressing virally delivered, full-length REST protein.
In contrast to wild-type cells, all four CACNA1A RE1s
were found to be occupied in cells overexpressing REST.
This effect was not observed in cells infected with control
adenovirus, nor was overexpressed REST recruited non-
specifically to DNA lacking an RE1. Therefore REST is
only recruited to the high-affinity RE1s of the CACNA1A
gene in HeLa cells under normal conditions, but weaker
RE1s retain the ability to specifically recruit REST at
elevated concentrations.
With the publication of the genomes of multiple species,
interest has focussed on phylogenetic comparison as
a means of identifying conserved gene-regulatory elements
(52), and for understanding variations in gene expression
characteristics between species (53). A number of studies
have demonstrated gain and loss (turnover) of TFBSs regulat-
ing orthologous genes in closely related species (2–6).
Having mapped the regulatory sites through which REST
can regulate the CACNA1A gene in human cells, we wished
to determine the degree to which these elements are con-
served in mouse, both in terms of their DNA sequence and
affinity for REST. The RE1 PSSM identified three RE1s in
the mouse CACNA1A orthologue. Examination of the pre-
dicted RE1s by global alignment in UCSC genome browser
(54,55) and by local alignment in ClustalW (http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/index.html) showed that three mouse
sequences are homologous to human Sites A, B and C (des-
ignated a, b, g for mouse) (Figure 4C) (Note: Human Site B
cannot be aligned to mouse in UCSC; however, the similarity
of both RE1 sequences, as well as ClustalW alignment of
their respective flanking regions suggests they are indeed
homologous, and will be considered as such). This was not
the case for human site D and mouse site d, which appear
to bear no evolutionary relationship to each other. The two
homologous pairs of high-affinity sites, A/a and B/b, are
highly conserved both in PSSM score and sequence, a fact
reflected in their identical capacity to bind REST in EMSA
(Figure 4C). On the other hand, although Site C in human
has detectable affinity for REST in EMSA, its mouse homo-
logue of similar PSSM score does not. Separate experiments
showed that the homologous sequence in dog is similarly
incapable of interacting with REST (data not shown). Finally,
each species has one RE1 (Site D/Site d) which has no
homologue in the other, and appears to reside in inserted/
deleted sequence blocks. The mouse sequence, Site d, has a
high RE1 PSSM score and in vitro affinity for REST. ChIP
assays carried out on the mouse neural stem cell line, NS5
(56) found Site d to be specifically occupied by REST
(R. Johnson, unpublished data). Together, these data indicate
that conservation of functional REST-binding sites between
human and mouse is not total. Non-conserved functional
sites come in two distinct types, suggestive of alternative
mechanisms of generation: human Site C can be aligned
with non-functional mouse sequence, whereas mouse Site d
cannot be aligned with any human sequence and is only
shared by one other mammal, rat. The former example is sug-
gestive of RE1 creation or loss through random DNA muta-
tion, while the latter appears to be the result of an insertion or
deletion event. These hypotheses are supported by the degree
of conservation of these sequences across multiple vertebrate
species (Supplementary Data): Sites A/a and B/b have high-
conservation scores by PhastCons (52) (notwithstanding
alignment issues for Site B discussed above), while Sites
C/g , D and d do not.
Non-conservation of RE1s between human and mouse
is not confined to the CACNA1A gene. We investigated the
degree of conservation of PSSM-predicted RE1s in other
voltage-gated calcium channel genes of the a1, b, g ,
a2d subunit families. We identified a distinct RE1 sequence
to that identified by Kuwahara et al. (19) proximal to the
CACNA1G gene. Altogether we identified 10 human voltage-
gated calcium channel subunit genes associated with 14 strong
RE1s. By inspection of the alignment of these RE1s to
genomic sequence of mouse, we found that just seven (50%)
were well conserved in mouse in terms of RE1 PSSM
score, while four had strongly reduced score (mouse sequence
below cutoff) and three could not be aligned (Table 2). The
three non-conserved human RE1s we tested by ChIP
(CACNB2, CACNA1G, CACNG7) recruit REST in vivo,
suggesting that these are functional sites (Figure 5D). We
infer that non-conservation of RE1 sequence and affinity is
a more general feature of REST target genes.
Duplication of RE1s
The identification of RE1s which are not conserved between
human and mouse, as well as the greater number of RE1s in
the genome of the former, suggested to us that novel
RE1s had arisen since both species diverged. We hypothe-
sized that the duplication and insertion of sequence blocks
containing RE1s might be a mechanism of novel TFBS
creation, perhaps leading to the acquisition of novel target
genes by REST over time. Pairs of RE1s which had been
duplicated recently would be characterized not only by the
similarity of their core RE1 sequences, but also by that of
their flanking regions. To test whether this was the case,
each RE1 identified by the RE1 PSSM in the human genome
was sequentially used to search for similar sequences in the
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RE1 database using the BLAST algorithm. Searches were
carried out using the RE1 itself and 100 bp of flanking
sequence, with a stringent P-value cutoff of 1 · 1030 to
identify only those sequences with highly significant
homology. In this way we found that at least 10% (126/
1301) of RE1s in the human genome belong to evolutionarily
related groups (Figure 5A). (A full list of the identifiers
and locations of duplicated RE1s is available from the authors
on request.) A similar effect was observed in mouse (data
not shown). This analysis excluded all instances where
the RE1 in a duplicated sequence had an RE1 PSSM
score below cutoff, as well as the tandem RE1s mentioned
earlier.
We reasoned that duplication and insertion by TEs might
be a potential mechanism of RE1 duplication. We therefore
tested the duplicated RE1s for repetitive or transposon char-
acteristics. We submitted the flanking sequences of
duplicated RE1s to the online tool RepeatMasker (www.
repeatmasker.org), which indicated that the majority of dupli-
cated RE1s are located in TEs of most major classes, includ-
ing long interspersed repeats (LINEs, principally LINE2s),
short interspersed repeats (SINEs, principally Alus) and
hERV sequences. In addition, a number of duplicated RE1s
are located in sequence with no characteristics of TEs. The
largest single family of RE1s, located in the coding region
of a LINE2 element, had 28 members with significant simi-
larity to the hum3 RE1 sequence located in the subtelomeric
region of the Chromosome 1 p-arm (Figure 6). These sites
had an apparently non-random distribution, with 29% (8/28)
located within 1 Mb of a telomere, 25% (7/28) within 1 Mb
of a centromere and 43% (12/28) located on Chromosome 7
(Figure 5B). To confirm that duplicated RE1s are functional
binding sites, we tested a selection of these RE1s’ ability to
interact with REST in vitro by EMSA competition assay
(Figure 5C). Most of those sequences tested, including
those associated with Alu, LINE1 and LINE2 sequences,
as well as two pairs residing in non-repetitive DNA, were
capable of interacting with REST. The most common
LINE2-derived hum3 sequence was amongst this group. In
agreement with previous findings (26), neither hERV Class
I RE1 showed detectable affinity for REST. In addition to
binding REST in vitro, we found that all four of the
duplicated RE1s we tested (including two associated with
LINE2s and one with an Alu) could be enriched by an anti-
REST antibody in ChIP (Figure 5D). We conclude that
functional RE1s have been duplicated and inserted at new
positions in the human genome by both transposon-dependent
and independent processes, and that a high proportion recruit
REST in vivo.
We next investigated the target genes of duplicated RE1s;
in particular, we used the Ensembl database to check whether
such genes had a mouse homologue, and if so, whether the
homologue is also a REST target (defined as being the closest
gene within 100 kb of an RE1 with PSSM score >0.88).
A list of human targets of duplicated RE1s is shown in
Table 3. We identified at least six human REST target
genes whose mouse orthologue contain no identifiable RE1,
as well as seven for which no mouse orthologue has been
identified. TEs have gone through bursts of active transposi-
tion during distinct periods of evolutionary history: although
LINE2 elements were thought to be active 200 million
years ago and before human–mouse divergence, LINE1 and
Alu elements continue to retrotranspose in humans (57).
This is reflected in the phylogenetic conservation of human
TE-associated RE1s: those associated with Alu and LINE1
elements have no aligned sequences other than in chimp,
while a number of ancient LINE2 elements are conserved
amongst multiple species (Table 3). Interestingly, multi-
species alignment of LINE2 RE1s is only possible in a minor-
ity of cases, again suggesting that significant gain and loss of
RE1s has taken place since human–mouse divergence.
If duplication and insertion of RE1s by TEs has contri-
buted to the current population of human RE1s, one might
expect to observe a statistically significant association of
the two sequence features. The proximal flanking regions of
all above-cutoff human RE1s was searched for TEs using
RepeatMasker. The same operation was performed on the
control sets of sequences identified by shuffled RE1 matrices
using the same cutoff score (Figure 2C). These data, pre-
sented in Figure 7, clearly show that the association of
Table 2. Conservation of RE1s between human and mouse CACNA1 family genes
Gene Human Ensembl ID Human RE1 score RE1 ID TE? Mouse Ensembl ID Mouse RE1 score RE1 ID TE?
CACNA1A ENSG00000141837 0.96 hum39611 No ENSMUSG00000034656 0.92 mus16973 No
0.97 hum39604 No 0.95 mus16983 No
— — — 0.94 mus16981 No
CACNA1B ENSG00000148408 0.92 hum23208 No ENSMUSG00000004113 — — —
0.97 hum23209 No <0.83 — —
0.98 hum23210 No 0.96 mus2523 No
CACNA1D ENSG00000157388 0.92 hum8374 No ENSMUSG00000015968 <0.83 — —
CACNA1H ENSG00000196557 0.97 hum33973 No ENSMUSG00000024112 0.98 mus31150 No
CACNA1G ENSG00000006283 0.93 hum37140 LINE2 ENSMUSG00000020866 <0.83 — —
CACNA2D2 ENSG00000007402 0.95 hum8255 No ENSMUSG00000010066 0.88 mus19450 No
0.91 hum8267 No 0.93 mus19435 No
CACNA2D3 ENSG00000157445 0.97 hum8379 No ENSMUSG00000021991 0.96 mus27091 No
CACNB2 ENSG00000165995 0.93 hum23514 Alu ENSMUSG00000057914 — — —
CACNG2 ENSG00000166862 0.93 hum43594 No ENSMUSG00000019146 0.94 mus29100 No
— — — 0.93 mus29059 No
CACNG7 ENSG00000105605 0.93 hum40713 Alu ENSMUSG00000069806 — — —
Dash (—) indicates no aligned sequence exists.
TE?: The identity of transposable elements overlapping or in the immediate flanking region of RE1s is indicated.
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Figure 5. (A) The human genome contains families of related RE1 sequences. All above-cutoff human RE1s, including 100 bp of flanking sequence, were used
in a BLAST search of the remaining RE1s. Sequences identified with similarity to at least one other with P < 1030, are considered ‘related’. The proportions of
RE1s which are unique (One), in pairs of high similarity (Two) or in groups of three or more highly related sequences (More), are shown. (B) Dispersal of RE1s
from a single parent site. The largest family of related RE1s contains 28 members, all sharing significant homology with the RE1 hum3 located on Chromosome
1 (boxed). The locations of these sites in the human genome were plotted (red arrowheads) using the Ensembl tool Karyoview. The presumptive parent site,
hum3, is boxed. A number of duplicated RE1s cannot be distinguished in this view due to their close proximity. (C) RE1s associated with transposon sequences
can bind REST (Table 3). A selection of duplicated RE1 sequences were tested for their ability to interact with REST by EMSA competition assay. ‘Not Rep.’
indicates sequences that have no detectable repetitive characteristics, as judged by the tool RepeatMasker (www.repeatmasker.org). Single asterisk indicates the
REST-bound probe and double asterisks indicate unbound probe. Controls: 1, no competitor; 2, CHRM4 RE1 site; 3, non-specific oligonucleotide; 4, anti-REST
antibody (P18; Santa Cruz). (D) Transposon-associated and duplicated RE1s recruit REST in vivo (Tables 2 and 3). ChIP assay was carried out on endogenous
HeLa cells using an anti-REST antibody (P18; Santa Cruz) and non-specific IgG. Enrichments were measured as in Figure 4D, using primers flanking the
indicated RE1s. TEs associated with each RE1 are indicated in brackets.
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RE1s with TEs is non-random. RE1s are under-associated
with most classes of TE; in the case of MaLRs and MIRs
this effect is statistically significant (P < 0.05, Student’s
t-test). In contrast, LINE2 are highly significantly associated
with RE1s elements (P < 0.001), with approximately one in
seven RE1s overlapping or flanking a LINE2. This finding
suggests that LINE2 retrotransposition in particular has
been an important driver of RE1 generation and insertion in
the human lineage. We tested this idea by compiling the
putative target genes of the 190 LINE2-associated RE1s in
the human genome, and testing their GO classifications for
significantly overrepresented terms. We found that this set
of genes is significantly enriched for a number of important
terms identified for the set of all human REST target genes
(Supplementary Data). We consider this to be a strong
evidence for the functional importance of gene regulation
by LINE2-associated RE1s.
DISCUSSION
The genomic population of RE1s is open-ended
We have mapped the REST-regulatory sequences and target
genes in the human and mouse genomes with greater
Figure 6. Location of hum3 RE1 within the LINE2 element. The RE1 sequence is boxed. ‘-’ indicates an insertion/deletion, ‘i’ a transition (G$A, C$T) and
‘v’ a transversion (all other substitutions).
Table 3. Target genes of duplicated RE1s
Ensembl ID Description RE1 ID Element EMSA lanea Conserved?
No mouse homologue exists
ENSG00000196164 Q96HX1_HUMAN hum21648 LINE2 H m
ENSG00000101825 Adlican hum44251 Not rep. B m
ENSG00000185164 Nodal modulator 2 precursor (pM5 protein 2) hum34541 LINE2 N/A m
ENSG00000154608 KIAA0470L protein hum11432 LINE2 E c
ENSG00000189281 PREDICTED: hypothetical protein XP_375668 hum11438 LINE2 E c
ENSG00000182053 PREDICTED: similar to tripartite motif-containing 51 hum26460 Not rep. N/A m
ENSG00000182111 PREDICTED: similar to Zinc finger protein 479 hum17621 LINE2 F c, d
ENSG00000197123 Zinc finger protein 679 hum17654 Not rep. N/A m
ENSG00000163040 NP_620125.1 hum6034 LINE1 D c
Mouse homologue has no RE1
ENSG00000106078 Cordon-bleu homologue hum17527 LINE2 N/A c
ENSG00000105198 Galactoside-binding soluble lectin 13 (PP13) hum40246 Not rep. N/A c
ENSG00000006659 Placental protein 13-like (CLC2) hum40243 Not rep. N/A c
ENSG00000184330 S100 calcium-binding protein A7-like 1 hum2528 Alu C c
ENSG00000143556 S100 calcium-binding protein A7 (Psoriasin) hum2515 Alu N/A c
ENSG00000196396 Tyrosine-protein phosphatase, non-receptor type 1 (PTP-1B) hum41830 LINE2 N/A c, d
Mouse homologue has RE1
ENSG00000152953 STK32B hum10317 Not rep. A c, d
ENSG00000007171 NOS2 hum36473 LINE2 I m
Not rep., flanking sequence has no repetitive characteristics; m, sequence can be aligned to multiple species; c, sequence can be aligned to chimp; d, sequence can be
aligned to dog.
aSee Figure 5C.
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accuracy than possible previously. Although the approach we
have used is not applicable to most TFBSs, owing to their low
information content, nevertheless conclusions from this study
on REST will be applicable to transcription factors in general.
By searching for RE1s over a wide range of PSSM scores, we
showed that instead of a well-defined population of unam-
biguous, high-affinity binding sites, the human genome may
be more accurately considered to have an open-ended contin-
uum of RE1 sites of varying conservation, similarity to the
RE1 motif, and affinity. This resonates with the emerging
view of dynamically evolving gene-regulatory networks
based on a constantly changing set of genomic-binding
sites. Therefore statements of absolute numbers of binding
sites discovered might better be replaced by ratios of discov-
ered sites to those expected by chance for each PSSM score
range. By this regime, there is a 23-fold (1301/57) excess
of RE1s above cutoff in the human genome, and a 5-fold
(2890/600) excess of RE1s in the below-cutoff score range
0.88–0.91. Furthermore, a distinct change in this ‘RE1
excess’ occurs at scores >0.93, suggesting that 706 sequences
in the human genome above this score are highly significant.
One might expect that as score constraints are progressively
relaxed, the ratio of sequences identified by RE1 and shuffled
PSSMs should approach 1; the fact that there is still a 5:1
excess of RE1s between 0.88 and 0.91, strongly suggests
that the population of below-cutoff RE1s has genuine biologi-
cal significance, despite evidence that the majority cannot
bind REST. There may be several reasons for this excess.
First, the RE1 PSSM no doubt falsely rejected a number of
high affinity by scoring them below cutoff; the fact that a
PSSM is incapable of perfectly predicting REST-RE1 affinity
may indicate that the training set is incomplete or skewed by
too many RE1s discovered by consensus search, or more fun-
damentally, that significant interdependency occurs between
nucleotides of the RE1, which cannot be represented by a
PSSM. As we have shown, some below-cutoff sites represent
low-affinity RE1s which are only capable of recruiting REST
at elevated concentrations and/or permissive chromatin states,
such as occurs in ischemic neurons (17) or neural stem
cells (44,45), respectively. Furthermore, a significant fraction
of below-cutoff RE1s represent a sequence motif of hERV
Class I elements which we know to be unable to interact
with REST. Finally, and perhaps most intriguingly, a number
of below-cutoff RE1 sequences might represent evolutionar-
ily turned-over RE1s, i.e. sites which were functional at some
point during history, but which are no longer under selection
pressure. Over time, random mutation of such RE1s would
give rise to RE1-like sequences which are degenerate and
non-functional, but nevertheless bear vestigial similarity to
the RE1 motif and are detected below the score cutoff by
the RE1 PSSM. Future studies of genome-wide phylogenetic
conservation of RE1s should identify turned-over RE1s if
they exist. The number and state of mutation of such an
evolutionary ‘footprint’ of turned-over TFBSs in vertebrate
genomes would be an important basis for attempting to
estimate the rate of evolution of gene-regulatory DNA.
REST regulation of CACNA1A through multiple
binding sites
The RE1 PSSM was also an effective tool in understanding
how REST regulates individual genes. Our thorough analysis
of the CACNA1A REST-regulatory DNA showed that the
gene contains a number of functional REST-binding sites,
with a range of affinities and degrees of evolutionary conser-
vation in mouse. This suggests that, in some cases, regulation
of REST target genes may be more complex than previous
models suggest. It is conceivable that the number of occupied
RE1s in CACNA1A, and hence the degree of transcriptional
repression of the gene, can assume a number of well-defined
states, determined by the concentration of REST relative to
the kd of each RE1. This resonates with the model of Ballas
et al. (45) regarding the progressive loss of REST from target
genes during neuronal differentiation, where REST recruit-
ment is lost from those genes with weaker RE1s first, as
REST levels in the nucleus drop during development. Alter-
natively, variation in REST protein levels through organs
such as the brain might lead to finely patterned levels of
CACNA1A transcription (58). In a similar way, the existence
of closely spaced tandem RE1 clusters strongly suggests that
this arrangement of sites has biological relevance, perhaps
through their ability to recruit REST at low concentrations,
or by simultaneous recruitment of multiple REST complexes
at once to a target gene. Tandem RE1s were originally
Figure 7. Association of RE1s with TE classes. The numbers of TEs identified in the proximal flanking region (<100 bp) of all human RE1s were measured using
the tool RepeatMasker. As a reference, the sequences identified by the six shuffled RE1 PSSMs (Figure 2C) were analysed in the same way. Statistical
significance was calculated using Student’s t-test (*P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001).
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identified in the SNAP25 gene (26), which could recruit
REST at low cellular concentrations such as that found in
the U373 astrocytoma cell line. Although the head-to-tail ori-
entation of tandem RE1s seems to be ubiquitous, the distance
separating the tandem sites is not, suggesting that REST–
REST interactions are not an important element of binding.
Rather, we propose that the tandem configuration might
instead reflect the process by which the site was generated
through a tandem duplication event (59,60).
Evolutionary turnover of RE1s through mutation and
sequence duplication
Comparison of the RE1s of orthologous human and mouse
genes of the voltage-gated calcium channel subunit family
provided strong evidence of evolutionary turnover in RE1s.
We showed that a large proportion of human RE1s from
this set are not conserved in aligned genomic sequence of
mouse. Such non-conserved RE1s fall into two categories;
first, there are sites which have aligned sequence in
mouse that cannot bind REST (e.g. human/mouse Site C of
CACNA1A). Second, there are RE1s which are aligned to
gaps in the other species’ genome sequence (e.g. human
Site D of CACNA1A). What mechanisms might be responsi-
ble for the observed differences in the RE1s of human and
mouse? The generation of novel regulatory sequences by ran-
dom DNA mutation is thought to be important in instances
where the motif is short enough that it occurs at high
frequency in a given stretch of DNA (13). However, the
exponential relationship between ‘waiting time’ (i.e. the
average time it takes for a particular motif to appear through
random DNA mutation) for a sequence in a promoter-sized
DNA sequence and the motif length (8,9) suggests that
other mechanisms might be necessary to explain the genera-
tion of motifs as long as the RE1. Nevertheless, random DNA
mutation would appear to be responsible for the appearance
of Site C in the human orthologue of CACNA1A.
We also addressed possible mechanisms of creation of the
second type of non-conserved RE1, which appear to be due to
insertion. We identified a significant population of duplicated
RE1s, principally but not exclusively associated with TEs,
which are capable of recruiting REST and have been inserted
throughout the human genome. Indeed, a number of such
inserted RE1s are to be found proximal to annotated genes.
The insertion of functional gene-regulatory motifs by Alu ele-
ments has been observed previously (61), and it is likely that
insertion of novel gene-regulatory sequences by TEs has been
important in the evolution of gene regulation (62). Although
we identified RE1s associated with all the major classes
of TE, including Alus, LINE1 and LINE2 elements, high-
scoring RE1s are more strongly associated with ancient
LINE2 elements than expected by chance and occur in its
coding sequence. We infer that LINE2-mediated RE1
duplication was an important agent of RE1 creation in the
human lineage. In support of this, the genome of the fish
Fugu rubripes, from which the human lineage diverged
before the historical period of LINE2 activity 100–200 million
years ago, contains 3-fold fewer consensus RE1s than either
human or mouse (554 versus 1892 or 1894, respectively)
(26). Such results point to episodic transposon-mediated
duplication as an important mechanism by which the REST
regulon has acquired new targets over evolutionary history.
Through the identification of RE1s in two mammalian spe-
cies, we have produced evidence for the evolutionary change
in the regulon of an essential transcription factor. Since the
majority of REST target genes are neuronal-specific, this pro-
vides an insight into how genome evolution may have given
rise to the differential gene expression regimes observed in
human brain compared to closely related species (63,64).
Intriguingly, many neuronal genes with rapidly evolving
coding sequences have been identified as REST targets by
this study (65), while evolutionary changes in brain develop-
mental processes, in which REST plays a central role, have
been important drivers of brain evolution (66). Therefore it
is conceivable that the mutation and insertion of RE1s we
have observed have played important roles in vertebrate
brain evolution.
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